Lecture Capture Initiative

Lecture Capture Web Site
http://www.med.unc.edu/education/administration/educational-initiatives/lecturecapture/
The Web site above contains valuable information about the lecture capture project. Below is a quick summary of each page on the site.

- **About the Project**
  Learn more about the project goals, approach, cost considerations, and the final recommendation.

- **Lecture Capture Overview**
  Curious about what "lecture capture" encompasses? Take a look at this overview that defines lecture capture and provides information for students (how to find/view the captures) and faculty (how to authorize your lecture to be captured and posted).

- **Lecture Capture Statistics**
  At the end of each course, we will post the course's lecture capture "hits."

- **Contact**
  For general questions regarding scheduling, posting lecture captures, authorization, etc, email postlecture@listserv.med.unc.edu.

Tips for a successful lecture capture

- **Lecture Capture Posting Authorization**
  - Authorize lecture capture posting in advance using the electronic authorization form within the curriculum Web site.
  - To access the MS1/MS2 online curriculum materials, you must have a valid SOMid AND be on the curriculum access list maintained by OME.

- **Lecture Capture Scheduling**
  - The lecture capture schedule is entered into the Echo system in advance by MSTL and follows the schedule posted online.
  - If any changes are made to the online schedule, please notify MSTL immediately so that they can make the appropriate changes.
  - Stay on schedule!

- **What is captured?**
  - The lecture capture includes an audio recording of the presenter's lecture in-sync with the PowerPoint presentation. Everything shown on the projector will be captured — laser pointers will not be captured!
  - All actions done on the podium computers will be captured — do not view sensitive information on the lecture hall computers!